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T

here are often those bittersweet moments in life
when one just has to
say “thank you” for bringing this person into my life. Doris
Dottridge is one of those people for
many of us at the Parole
Board. On September 25, 2009,
after 36 years and 7 months of public service (or so I am told- there is
a conflict on this information and I
think Doris embarked on this journey at a far more tender age) Doris
Dottridge retired from the Parole
Chairman Conrad presents Doris with her retirement
Board. We as an agency shall
plaque.
sorely miss her insight into the
mission we are charged to execute,
her compassion for the offenders she saw and her great sense of warmth and caring
for the people she worked with at the Parole Board.
Doris was appointed to the Board in 2001 following a long and distinguished career
with the Mashpee Police Department where she was very well respected, not only
within the department, but more importantly within the community
of Mashpee. Doris knew always, not then or now, any distinctions with the folks
she dealt with. Whether a connection to someone on the law enforcement side or as
a professional in the field, everyone she encountered was treated with the same
respect. Always displaying the gift she has for unearthing the individual beneath
his or her breadth. Doris truly has a gift for that. And she will never forget the
faces or lives of those that she has encountered. It has been said, “She has a personality which encourages interaction.”
Humble, committed, dedicated and compassionate are words that have resounded
throughout her life and career. Enjoying a day with Doris at the Parole Board was
(Continued on page 12)
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Chairman’s Column

Parole Board Chairman Mark A. Conrad

D

avid McKay, ninth president of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints, once stated, “I’d rather see a sermon than hear one any
day; I’d rather have one walk beside me than merely point the way.”
I hope in some small way that our agency demonstrates these qualities as we go about the business of making knowledgeable parole decisions.
The Parole Board is a unique type of business; in short, we make informed decisions and supervise individuals who are released back into the community.
There is no other law enforcement or human service agency that has this dual
role in helping to protect and maintain order in the community. The agency’s
role sometimes appears to be conflicting, helping ex-offenders while also ensuring the Commonwealth remains safe.

“I hope to be
able to teach
these men and
women to see
themselves as a
genuine
productive
member of our
society.”

These dual roles have co-existed for years. As an agency we make upwards of
20,000 release decisions a year and see 10,000 offenders face-to-face. It is
amazing to think at any one time there are 2,500 parolees being supervised
daily. This number is astonishing if you were to understand that the agency
supervises 8,000 parolees a year. Now what exactly does this all mean? Surely,
people are more than mere numbers, and our responsibility is to help individuals try to reclaim their lives and make a transition back into the community,
safely and responsibly. Parole is about giving offenders a second chance, and
guiding them in a direction that will ultimately make a difference in the general welfare of our society.
As Chairman, I took an oath for this office and I think a large part of my
charge is to see that we do well as far as our statutory obligations, but not limit
ourselves within that capacity. I am striving, along with all of you, to have
programs in place that will help guide offenders to make better and wiser
choices than when they became a part of the criminal justice system. To look
beyond just being placed in a treatment program, but to also be able to engage
in life as law-abiding citizens apart from the judicial system. I hope to be able
to teach these men and women to see themselves as genuine, productive members of our society. It costs tax payers in the Commonwealth approximately
$45,000 a year to incarcerate an individual serving his or her sentence. I want
to change that paradigm from tax-drainers into tax-payers. Our goal should be
to turn ex-offenders into people who are paying $45,000 a year in taxes, and
have found their role in life. These individuals are less likely to burden a system that can no longer effectively support people who are disenfranchised and
hopeless.
The A.B.C. (Attitude- Behavior- Consequences) Program, Community Servings
Collaboration, Halfway-Back Program and our partnership with other nonprofits such as the Boston Foundation, Urban League of Eastern MA and the
(Continued on page 13)
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Board Members Receive
FTT Training
By Pam Lombardini, Board Member

O

ver the past several months Board Members have raised questions regarding assessments, treatment and general predictability of mentally ill offenders. At the
request of Chairman Conrad, the Board Members
recently attended a training with the Department of
Mental Health’s (DMH) Forensic Services unit with
the hope of answering some of our questions.
John Barber presents DMH’s mission to Parole Board staff.

Recent studies show that of the 25,000 inmates that
are currently incarcerated in Massachusetts, 14.5%
of males and 31% of females have been determined to suffer from a major mental illness. These are the individuals that require the most care and assistance in post-release planning.
In 1998, DMH established a Forensic Transition Team (FTT) which serves all Houses of Correction along with
all Department of Correction facilities. Paul Benedict, LICSW; John Barber, LICSW; Barry Foster, Psy.D.;
and Dr. Debra Pinals who head the FTT, presented to the Board DMH’s mission to support and provide a continuity of care from incarceration to a community-based mental health service. They reported that there are
ten Forensic Transition Teams within the six DMH offices. The goal of the FTT is to reduce recidivism and
inpatient hospitalization following release from incarceration. By providing the continuity of care, the goal is
to enhance community safety and to have access to appropriate services upon release.
Although participation in DMH services is on a voluntary basis, guardians or conditions of probation and parole may influence the offender’s DMH participation. Community Based Flexible Support (CBFS) manages
psychiatric issues including medication monitoring and wellness checks. In addition, they assist in restoring
and/or maintaining independent living (if appropriate), or providing residential options such as group homes
and staffed apartments.
The team advised Board Members that DMH will assist in evaluating offenders while incarcerated, and if the
offender is determined to be candidate for DMH services, DMH will provide guidance during incarceration as
well as appropriate services upon release.

W

What you need to know
ith the flu season underway, it is important that we do
what we can to stay healthy. For more information
about protecting yourself and others, please visit
www.mass.gov/flu for the most up to date information.
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Embracing Diversity
By Ina Howard-Hogan, General Counsel and Diversity Officer

Our Prison Neighbors
By Stephanie Geary,
Research Analyst/Newsletter Editor

Nancy Shippen, founder of Our Prison Neighbors.

A

s the newly appointed Diversity Officer for the Parole
Board, I would like to enhance the agency’s embracing of diversity in the workplace. Embracing diversity in the workplace concerns and involves everyone. Thus, we all have a part to play in ensuring that our
workplace embraces every staff member regardless of their
age, gender, race, religion, disability, sexual orientation and
regardless of how they operate, or what they look like. Each of
us should commit to lead by example, showing an interest for
others and respecting differences.
Last year, Parole Board staff participated in the Governor’s
mandated Diversity Training and as one of the trainers,
Chairman Conrad (then Board Member) remarked, “I have
discovered that the staff in the agency are incredibly thought
provoking and insightful in matters of diversification.” In continuation of the agency’s commitment to offer Diversity Training, next year all staff will participate in the next module of
the mandated course.
Currently, in seeking to celebrate diversity, the Parole Board
newsletter will include a Diversity Dialogue section in each
issue as an opportunity for agency staff to communicate their
diverse backgrounds. In order to make certain that all voices
are represented in these dialogues, all staff members are encouraged to share their experiences. If you would like to participate, please contact Ina Howard-Hogan or Stephanie
Geary.
Please look out for your invitation to the agency wide potluck
style “Diversity Brunch” at Central Office on Friday, November 20th.

R

ecently I had the opportunity
to meet Nancy Shippen, founder of Our Prison Neighbors,
a spiritually-based organization dedicated to the recruitment, support and expansion of volunteers in Massachusetts prisons. Our
Prison Neighbors, which was created in
2002, seeks to provide increasing
amounts of high quality programming
to prisoners by recruiting and supporting increased numbers of volunteers
and by developing curricula and program models that other volunteers can
also use. This work deepens the understanding that folks inside and outside
are all part of the same community.
Nancy’s continuing plan is to mentor
current volunteers, speak in churches
and civic organizations and to recruit
as many individuals as possible to run
effective volunteer programs inside
Massachusetts prisons. Some of these
volunteer programs include: the Alternative to Violence Project (AVP), the
National Emotional Literacy Project
and the Money Smart Training Program.
Nancy has reached out to our agency
because she would like to pilot a clothing drive for the Lawrence Regional
Office. She works closely with the Ma(Continued on page 9)
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Employee Profile: Jen MacDonald, Victim
Service Coordinator
By Stephanie Geary, Newsletter Editor/Research Analyst

T

his quarter’s spotlight is on Victim Service Coordinator Jennifer MacDonald. Jen is described by her supervisor Director of Victim Services,
Diane Coffey as the consummate victim services professional. “She
works tirelessly to ensure that victim rights are upheld and their
voices heard,” Diane further stated. Jen has been a part of the Victim Services
Unit since 2001, and is highly respected by not only her supervisor, but her coworkers as well.

“My colleagues
are amazing,
from Diane my
supervisor, to
every other
individual I
work with in
this unit.”

Jen has her Bachelor’s degree in U.S. history, with a concentration in psychology, from Washington & Lee University in Lexington, Virginia. “Washington &
Lee University is known for its Civil History Program, and that drew me in
right away, and not to mention the school is located in the Shenandoah Valley.”
After four years of college, hiking and enjoying a wide array of outdoor activities, Jen was ready to come back to Western Massachusetts and begin her career in victim services.
Contemplating law school, Jen accepted a position at the Northwestern District
Attorney’s Office as a Victim Advocate in 1994. “Since I was thinking about law
school at the time, I wanted to see how a District Attorney’s Office worked.” As
it turns out, Jen fell in love with the work as an advocate and ended up staying
at the District Attorney’s Office for the next five years. “I couldn’t get over the
satisfaction I felt when I truly believed that I had helped someone, I knew this
was what I was meant to do.” With law school out of her mind, Jen made the
next leap in her career to the Department of Correction’s (DOC) Victim Services
Unit in 1999. Through her position at the DOC, Jen became familiar with the
victim services work of the Parole Board, “They always had a great reputationand the coordinators I met were always professional and considerate,” Jen said.
So in 2001, becoming a Victim Service Coordinator for the Parole Board was an
opportunity and career progression Jen took full advantage of.
Jen is currently assigned to the Region 9 Framingham Parole Office, so much of
her daily activities include working on victim-related cases with parole officers.
She also spends her time doing victim certifications and notifications, walking
victims through the hearing process and attending Parole Board hearings at the
Worcester County House of Correction in support of her victims. When I asked
Jen what she enjoyed most about her position in the agency she responded by
saying, “My colleagues are amazing, from Diane my supervisor, to every other
individual I work with in this unit.” She talked keenly about the support Diane
fosters within the unit, which she emphasized is so important since their work
can be emotionally challenging. Jen also spoke of the respect and love she has
for her other coordinators, “I know when I have a bad day or rough case that I
can always call any one of them for encouragement.”
For those who may be interested in the field of victim services, I asked Jen for
some career advice. She mentioned the possibility of interning at a District Attorney’s Office, the Parole Board, Department of Correction or one of the many
(Continued on page 10)
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Women’s Housing: A Spotlight on the Maris
Center and Sally’s Place
By Stephanie Geary, Research Analyst/Newsletter Editor

W

omen returning to society from prison face
unique challenges,
with needs that are
very different from males. Upon
release from prison, female parolees
often face astounding responsibilities with little or no support. In addition to meeting the requirements
of their probation or parole, women
must also navigate unfamiliar social
and financial institutions to provide
for themselves financially, obtain
healthcare and housing, and reunite
with their children (U.S. Department of Justice). Knowing these
facts, the Massachusetts Parole
Board strives to help female exoffenders successfully enter back
into the community by collaborating
with housing programs that provide
counseling and assistance in finding
employment and permanent housing, specifically for women.
Recently, I had the opportunity to
accompany Lawrence Parole Officer
(PO) Bonnie MacDonald to two dis-
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tinguished and reputable women’s
housing programs, the Maris Center
for Women in Salisbury, and Sally’s
Place located in Amesbury. “Both of
these residential treatment programs are highly respected in the
community and do a fantastic job
with our women,” states PO MacDonald. I was also able to meet
with the staff of the Maris Center
and Sally’s Place and what became
clear to me was their mutual respect
for Bonnie, as well as the Parole
Board. “A total teamwork approach
between us and Parole is needed to
be successful at helping these
women stay straight and survive,”
stated one staff member from the
Maris Center.

other houses, we require more of our
women and are more involved in the
day to day processes of their lives.”

The mission of the Maris Center for
Women is to provide a safe, sober
and supportive environment which
empowers women in their recovery
from addiction and assists them
with transitioning into independent
living. Some of the services offered
at the Maris Center include: case
management, assessment, goal setting, treatment plan, substance
abuse education and information,
self-help linkages, referrals, health
education and crisis management.
Women who reside at the Maris
Center are required to work; those
who cannot obtain employment
must fulfill a certain amount of volunteer hours in the community. The
Maris Center females must also attend one check-in meeting at the
house per day. When I asked a staff
member what makes the Maris Center special, without hesitation she
responded, “The structure of our
house is so different from many

The second residential treatment
program I was able to visit, Sally’s
Place, was equally impressive as the
Maris Center. The objective of
Sally’s is to provide a safe and stable
place for women to live, a place for
women to establish self-supporting
lives free of alcohol and drugs. The
staff at Sally’s call themselves the
“Sally’s Place Team” because of the
democratic way the house is run.
“For women to understand structure, they need to be a part of it,
each woman here is involved in the
day to day issues of the house”,
stated a Sally’s staff member. I
asked the workers at Sally’s what
they see as the biggest challenges
facing women ex-offenders today
and they responded, “Employment,
family reunification and self esteem
issues.” PO MacDonald further
stated, “Just being accepted is huge
for these women, and Sally’s Place

I feel equally important as talking to
staff members, is talking to the
women who are actually residing at
the program. I was fortunate
enough to sit with a program resident and ask her opinion of the
Maris Center and gain insight into
her recovery process. What this female likes about the program is that
she can work, attend therapy and do
meetings. She also stated, “I like
that I can sit down and talk with the
staff here, they respect you and
don’t judge, it’s also the safest environment I’ve ever been in.”

(Continued on page 11)
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The Hidden Wounds of War

O

By Pam Lombardini, Board Member
n November 3, 2009, Parole Board Members attended a training with Paul Carew, Reentry Counselor
from the Billerica House of Correction. In this role, Paul is responsible for counseling inmates on reentry issues, in particular veteran’s issues.

Paul is a Vietnam veteran. He enlisted in the Marines upon graduation from high school in 1970, and stayed in
the Active Reserves until 1982 (two of those years were with the Coast Guard Reserves).
Paul has dedicated the past 25 years of his life to helping fellow
veterans. For the past 15 years he has been working with both the
United Spinal Association of America and the Vietnam Veterans of
America assisting veterans with issues such as post-traumatic
stress disorder and traumatic brain injury. He conveyed to the
Board that there are many veterans returning from the current
conflicts ongoing in Iraq and Afghanistan with these “hidden
wounds of war.”

Parole is now seeing more and
The Board listens closely as Mr. Carew explains the
more veterans
“hidden wounds of war.”
returning from
Iraq or Afghanistan come before the Board. In conducting hearings, it is clear to
me that their needs are different and more complex than most of
the other inmates we see. I have called on Paul many occasions to
help me formulate a plan that will provide the veteran with a
smooth and meaningful transition into society. Paul has assisted
Pictured above is Paul Carew who was invited by Chairman
me with inmates not only in Billerica, but in other institutions
Conrad to speak to the Board on veteran’s issues.
where veterans are seeking Parole. He has always been able to
find placement of veterans in long term treatment programs or
has set up appropriate outpatient counseling and support for these inmates.
I am very thankful for Paul Carew’s dedication and his generosity in helping Parole with addressing the difficult
issues that surface with our veterans.

National Academic Journal Publishes Article
Authored by Parole Board Employee
By Debbie Belliveau, Systems Analyst

A

n article authored by Research Analyst Stephanie Geary was recently published in the Law Enforcement Executive Forum. The article entitled “A Profile of Factors and Offenses Related to Parolee Recidivism” analyzes parolee recidivism data extracted from the State Parole Integrated Records and
Informational Tracking System (SPIRIT) over a three year period of time.

If you would like to read the article, it is currently posted on the Parole Board’s website under the section,
“Research Reports.”
Congratulations to Stephanie on an outstanding job!
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Parole Board Receives Second NIC Training
By Chris Foster, Post-Release Placement Coordinator

T

he National Institute of Corrections (NIC)
once again offered Massachusetts cutting
edge training as a result of the investment
the state has made in its reentry initiative. Massachusetts has been mentioned in several
nationwide conferences for its innovative partnership between the Executive Office of Public Safety
and Security and the Executive Office of Labor and
Workforce Development. The specialized Offender
Workforce Development training was formulated to
provide follow-up training for the Massachusetts
Parole Board, Department of Workforce Development’s Division of Career Services, Massachusetts
Rehabilitation, local Community Colleges and other
practitioners who work in support of the Massachusetts reentry initiative.
NIC consultants and staff, John Rakis and
Francina Carter, did a terrific job developing a curriculum specific to the Massachusetts reemployment initiative. Modules were designed to incorporate the needs that attendees from the first training saw necessary. Some of these “wishes” according to the field were: collaboration, mental health

Francina Carter (left) and John Rakis (right) speak to the group.

barriers and labor market information. These modules were identified through an online survey administered a few months prior to the training. As a
result of this specific curriculum and thorough
training, we are confident that Massachusetts will
remain a leader in the reentry initiative.

Training attendees hard at work on a group exercise.

Additionally, we are grateful and excited that the
National Institute of Corrections has accepted our
application to send a team of individuals out of
state to take part in a three-week advanced training program. The Massachusetts Parole Board and
Bunker Hill Community College will take the lead
in this project. The project will be fully funded by
the federal government and will enable individuals
who are part of this training to become experts in
the field. The condition upon acceptance of this
training will be for this team to administer the Offender Workforce Development training to other
service providers in the state.
It is clearly evident that there are some exciting
developments happening in the field of reentry, and
we are proud to say that we are on the “cutting
edge” of it all due to our strong relationship with
the National Institute of Corrections. Furthermore,
it is necessary to recognize that we would not be as
successful without the strong influence from field
and institutional Parole staff. With that being said,
we would like to recognize the Parole staff that attended this most recent training: Brad Burnett,
Gary Lucero, Dana White, Pearl Holder, Nathan
Mendes and Kathy Graziano. These officers provided expert testimony from the field thus making
the training that much more beneficial to those
who attended.
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Academic Collaborations

O

By Don Giancioppo, Executive Director

ver the past few years, we have been working diligently on ways to better assess operational effectiveness, recognizing that if we do not really know how we are doing we can not possibly implement successful change, or even know if change is needed. A simple enough concept, however this is not as easy
as it seems. Therefore, we have sought help from educational institutions in this effort and we are excited at where these projects are headed.

Just to look back for perspective, for years we have been very good at ‘counting widgets’. In other words, we have
been very good at counting the quantity of work we do such as: how many hearings we conduct; how many parolees we supervise; how many victims we notify; paroling rates; etc. After we implemented the new case management database (SPIRIT) in 2005, our ability to have validated, accurate data was significantly enhanced and this
information does have value. However, what we may not have been as attuned to is the quality of work we do. To
assess that, we realized we needed to take a closer look at the data we are collecting to extract the information
we need and in some situations, develop new processes to capture the data we want.
For example, we know that our successful parolee completion rate [those who complete their term of supervision
in the community (78% in 2008) rather than while incarcerated as a result of a violation] that we started assessing last year is important. But, as noted by Northeastern University (who we have been working with on this
project), what is more significant is what is causing the successes and conversely, the failures. If we can identify
that information, we can redesign processes and practices accordingly.
Again, these are not easy issues to evaluate and we know that there are many variables to review and there may
be some things that are not measurable or predictable. Particularly when recognizing that there are approximately 8,000 individuals on parole every year and no two cases are alike. But that should not, nor will, stop us

Pictured above is Chairman Conrad speaking to a group of UMASS
Boston students in Central Office.

(Continued on page 13)

Our Prison Neighbors
(Continued from page 4)

terial Assistance Program of the American Friends
Service Committee at Friends Center in Cambridge.
They are pleased to set aside donated clothing in excellent condition to be offered to newly released prisoners. In addition Nancy would like to help organize
clothing drives in churches and other organizations to
be delivered to her “neighbors”. She will have available men and women’s clothing, in addition to some
children’s garments. Her hope is to provide the Lawrence office with clean, casual and professional wear.

Nancy reports that many of the inmates who have participated in these volunteer programs have grown profoundly as individuals and are looking forward to becoming productive members of society in the future. If
you would like more information about Our Prison
Neighbors please visit their website at
www.ourprisonneighbors.org.
“When adding my own story to each of the others
(men’s) I was able to draw more from myself than
I was ever able to before and look at it in the
truth of the daylight.” - An AVP prisoner participant
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Parole Board September Trainings
By Tim Dooling, Deputy General Counsel

T

his past September all Parole Board staff came to the Central Office in Natick for a full day of interesting and important training. The training topics included modules on workplace violence, domestic violence, sexual assault & stalking,
sexual harassment prevention, security and confidentiality of personal information, as well as Criminal Offender Record Information,
or C.O.R.I.. The Parole Board was lucky to have Jean Haertl, Director of Workplace and Domestic Violence Prevention for the Commonwealth, give the modules on workplace violence, domestic violence and
sexual assault & stalking. Jean brought with her over 23 years of
experience in working with violent offenders, victims of domestic vioTim Dooling and Jean Haertl.
lence and workplace violence, and is responsible for overseeing the
implementation of Executive Order 491. E.O. 491, signed by Governor Deval Patrick in October 2007, establishes the Commonwealth’s zero tolerance policy towards domestic violence, sexual assault and stalking in the workplace. Jean also presented a training module on Executive Order
442, which establishes a zero tolerance policy towards
workplace violence.
The Parole Board was also trained on Executive Order
504, which was signed by Governor Patrick in September
2008. E.O. 504 requires each Executive Branch agency to
create a written information security plan or ISP, which
with the help of Dave Quinlan, the Parole Board completed this past summer. The ISP assures that the
agency is in compliance with all laws and policies governing the protection and security of personal information in
all communicable forms. E.O. 504 is meant to lessen the
risk of unauthorized access to personal information,
Jean Haertl presents her training to Parole staff.
thereby lessening the probability of identity theft, staff
downtime, loss of public confidence, as well as legal exposure. We also had a module on C.O.R.I. Although most
at the Parole Board have at least a baseline understanding of C.O.R.I., the module was meant as a reminder that
this highly sensitive personal information is to be accessed exclusively for agency related purposes. Overall, the
trainings were as varied as they were informative, and I am confident that we are a better prepared agency and
we all learned a great deal.

Employee Profile: Jen MacDonald, Victim
Service Coordinator
(Continued from page 5)

non-profit victim service agencies across Massachusetts. If thinking about college, she offered the idea of majoring in sociology or psychology. She also highlighted the ability to be a good listener, empathetic- and most of all
patient! Jen noted that these interpersonal skills are a necessity for one to be a great victim service coordinator.
Jen is happy where she is and the position she holds. She sees herself as somewhat of a teacher to the newer
coordinators. “When I first started with the Parole Board, I leaned on the veteran coordinators and learned
from their example, their experience was invaluable to me,” Jen commented. “I believe I am at a position in my
career where I can be seen as the veteran now, and I welcome the role of mentor- that is where my niche is.”
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Administrative Services Unit Update
Fee Reduced! The monthly admin- cember 18, 2009- don’t delay, get
istrative pre-tax fee for HCSA and/
your contribution in today!
or DCAP will drop to $3.60 effective
SPECIAL THANKS
FLEXIBLE SPENDING ACJanuary 1, 2010- a 4% reduction
COUNT
from the 2009 fee.
In September a special leave bank
Open enrollment for the flexible
New Vendor: The GIC has selected was created for our fellow colleague
Ellen Starck. A call went out to Paspending account is in full swing. If Benefit Strategies as the new venrole Board staff and the Parole
you are interested in the program
dor for the HCSA and DCAP proBoard staff answered in a big way!
please be sure to enroll no later than grams effective November 1, 2009.
Thank you for your personal donaFriday, November 13, 2009.
Benefit Strategies, based in Mantion.
chester, New Hampshire, has adIMPORTANT NOTES TO KEEP
ministered pre-tax programs for 20
A FOND FAREWELL TO OUR
IN MIND
years and serves more than 1,100
RECENT
RETIREES
organizations.
Higher HCSA Maximum and
Michael Bird, Assistant Parole SuFree Debit Card: Elect from a
COMECC
pervisor
minimum of $500 to an increased
maximum of $3,000 for the calendar The Commonwealth of MassachuRay Chavaree, Assistant Parole Suyear. You will automatically receive setts Employees Charitable Campervisor
a FREE debit card to conveniently
paign (COMECC) is underway and
pay for eligible expenses. The card
we would like to thank all of the
Marcia Curtin, Institutional Parole
works like a credit card- you do not Parole Board employees who have
Officer
enter a PIN- just sign the receipt
made contributions so far. We unand your transaction will be paid
derstand that during these difficult Doris Dottridge, Board Member
out of your HCSA account. Remem- economic times giving monetarily
Denise Miele, Parole Officer
ber to save all receipts in case future may be a challenge. When making
validation of your claims is reyour financial decision, please keep Thank you for your hard work
quested. Alternately, you may sub- in mind that just a small contribuand dedication!
mit claims with your receipts; the
tion can make a tremendous differplan administrator will deposit the
ence to a family in need. Our camreimbursement to your bank acpaign will wrap up on Friday, Decount if you enroll in direct deposit.

Women’s Housing: A Spotlight on the Maris
Center and Sally’s Place
(Continued from page 6)

does an excellent job at building a community for these women.” Women who reside at the house are required to be
employed (or volunteer) and attend therapy and meetings. Yet there are house movie nights, and nights where the
women cook dinner together, all in effort to strengthen the “Sally’s Place Team” bond.
At Sally’s I was also able to speak with a female resident of the house. She talked to me about how safe she feels at
Sally’s, and how helpful the staff is, “They really seem to care about me and my problems,” she stated. This woman
also talked to me at length about her “burned bridges” and lack of family support, something she accepts full responsibility for. She declared, “It’s okay now, I’ve learned to take everything one day at a time. Sally’s is helping me not
only to amend my old relationships, but to build new connections too.”
If anything can shed light as to the reputation of the Maris Center and Sally’s Place, it can be from the words of
these two women.
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Board Member Doris Dottridge Retires After
36 Years in Public Service
(Continued from page 1)

Doris gave her farewell speech with her family by her
side.

something we all looked forward to as she moved throughout the
state to execute the mission of the Board. It was said, that at the
onset set of her illustrious career as a Board Member, she was assigned a hearing day in Bristol County, one of her first ventures out
as a “solo” Board Member. On this day her initial hearings were
scheduled at the Ash Street Jail in New Bedford. At present, this is
one of the oldest continuing jails in the Commonwealth, needless to
say very antiquated, a fine jail nonetheless. Doris had arrived with
an exceptional reputation from her tenure with the Mashpee
PD. On that particular day, one of her very first days with the Parole Board, gazing up into those steep tiers of old iron bars she remarked, “What am I getting myself into?” She persevered from that
point and rose as a consummate member of the Board.

It also has been said that she would make the long trip on the ferry
to Dukes County for a hearing and engage in conversations with fellow ferry commuters bringing a smile to all
given some innocuous conversation. All the while on that long ferry journey Doris was known to keep in constant contact with her family and colleagues at the Board on her cell phone. In the bitterly cold winter
months she would grouse on making this trip, but nonetheless enjoyed herself as she chatted away with folks she
met on the steamer. That is Doris- reaching out, listening and touching a life.
Alliances were fostered within the community, the Sheriff’s Departments
and Department of Correction facilities that she frequented, at every level
and with everyone she encountered. No one individual was held to a different standard or measure of significance, all were treated with equal
respect and compassion. She holds this standard for herself and in this
respect she very quietly continues to “gift” her family, friends, and as
such, those she has met throughout her long career path, with her sage
and wisdom. It has been said of Ms. Dottridge, “When conducting parole
hearings she cautiously reviews her cases. She is thorough and maintains
a sense of fairness and consistency with all cases. It is well known that
Doris is extremely thoughtful in her dealings with her constituents. She
always exhibited great wit and her humor was well known throughout the
agency. I shall miss my conversations with her and the laughter we
shared.”

Doris posed with retired Board Members Bob
Murphy (left) and Dan Dewey (right).

She is dedicated to her family. How many times have we been treated to those moments when one of us may
have been graced to meet one of her many family members- her husband Chuck (who will always hold a special
place to all), brother or mom, her three children- or treated to a wonderful tale of the grand kids and all the joy
this family has shared despite a busy schedule. Doris is widely known for being civic minded within her community on the Cape. “It may be a fund raiser, a cub scout meeting, a funeral or someone in need, Doris is always
there for support.” In a time of need or at a special occasion, Doris would forward a specialized gift basket filled
with goodies that she tailored and labored over, ever so perfectly matched to the recipient.
As staff of the Parole Board, we all knew her family and were treated as family as well. Aside from the professionalism Doris brought as a Board Member, we were also gifted with the grace of her knowledge and the lessons
she taught us.
Thank you Doris!
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Parole Board Receives Grant for
Victim Service Coordinator Position
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Academic
Collaborations

By Diane Coffey, Director of Victim Services
(Continued from page 9)

T

he Massachusetts Parole Board recently received a
grant for the Region 5 Victim Service Coordinator position that has been vacant since the current hiring
freeze. This grant program was authorized by the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009
(Public Law 111-5) and by the Victims of Crime Act of 1984
(VOCA), 42 U.S.C. 10603 (a). The purpose of this grant is to
promote economic recovery through the restoration of positions
lost through decreased funding, the preservation of positions at
risk of being lost, or the creation of new positions. First priority
was given to responses proposing to restore a full-time position
that had been lost.
The Massachusetts Office for Victim Assistance is administering these funds and received $930,000 through the Office for
Victims of Crime, Recovery Act Victim Assistance Grant Program to be dispersed over a three year period beginning October
1, 2009. The procurement process was extremely competitive
with a total of 55 applications received, and only 5 contacts
awarded. Requests from eligible applicants totaled over $1.3
million and approximately $240,000 was awarded for
FY2010. The agencies that received contracts represent a wide
array of services, spanning Hampden, Hampshire, Berkshire,
Franklin, Middlesex, Worcester, Plymouth and Suffolk counties.

from moving forward on this initiative
since we know that we need to build on
our own evidence based practices that
yield positive results and avoid, or
modify, the practices that do not.
To compliment this effort, the University of Massachusetts (Boston) is conducting a class this fall semester in
which the professor and students are
designing a parolee survey. It is expected that this survey will be conducted within the next few months on
active parolees so we can better assess
the effect our case management strategies are having, from their point of
view. The results of the survey are expected to be available in the spring
semester and we look forward to reviewing the results.
As we all know, parole release decision
making and community supervision is
a challenging field within the criminal
justice system and no score, assessment or predictive tool is 100% accurate. But there is available research to
build on and information that can be
measured within our own database
from which we can learn and improve
our outcomes. And with the help of our
academic partners, we are on our way
to accomplishing that goal!

Chairman’s Column
(Continued from page 2)

National Youth Development Council, will help us start to make headway in this fiscally sensitive climate.
These programs, along with UMASS Boston and Northeastern University, coupled with evidence-based practices, is a part of how we validate the very essence of our business, which further strengthens and redefines our
commitment to what reintegration truly must become. I believe with the help from some non-profits and interagency cooperation, along with private organizations alike, we will be able to sufficiently resolve this enormous
crisis.
I want to thank all of my senior staff and to all of the men and women of the agency that keep doing their best
as we more forward in our mission of reentry. I end with this quote by an unknown author, “Lead by example,
empower others to lead, sacrifice for the greater good.” Remember, it’s bigger than us!
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Statistically
Speaking ...
By Stephanie Geary, Research Analyst/Newsletter Editor

E

ach month the Parole Board is responsible for compiling agency statistics for the Executive Office
of Public Safety and Security (EOPSS). These performance-based measurements are analyzed by
not only EOPSS, but by our own agency as well. From this compiled data we can measure hearings, parolees on active supervision, graduated sanctions and much, much more!

From the Institutional Services Unit we measure hearings and waivers. For Field Services we measure the
number of active parolees on supervision the last day of the month, the number of successful discharges for
the month– and also the number of parolees returned to incarceration for a new arrest or technical violation
for that month. We also calculate employment and health insurance percentages of parolees in the field. For
the Victim Services Unit we examine the number of victims served, and the number of victim notifications
completed. From the Legal Unit we take a look at the number of preliminary hearings conducted within 15
days of the detainer being issued against a parolee. For our reentry initiative we compute the number of exoffenders that come through our Regional Reentry Centers that have sustainable housing plans.
As you can see there is a lot of important data to share! Below are charts of some of our more important outcome measurements.

October 2009 Parolee Discharges by Reason

86, 23%

Successful
New arrest
33, 9%

Technical violation
247, 68%
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2009 Percentage of Parolees with Health Insurance
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2009 Overall Percentage of Parole Hearings Held Versus Waived

2777, 27%

Number of hearings
Number of waivers
7444, 73%

Famous Firsts in Massachusetts

E

veryone knows that the first Thanksgiving was celebrated in Plymouth,
Massachusetts in 1621, but did you know that Massachusetts is the home
of many famous firsts?

From the post office, the newspaper, the telephone to email, learn about other famous firsts that have been discovered or have happened in Massachusetts by visiting the main page of www.mass.gov.

